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My favorite part of writing this blog is getting to read the tag search box that
resides just above the stat graph telling me exactly how people ended up at
the Spatula’s out-of-the-way doorstep. I’m always amazed by the fact that you
can type in a string of seemingly disconnected terms and wind up crashing
into this futile writing exercise. In the interest of helping out with the most
common searches I’m going to make a glossary of Spatula In The
Wilderness Search Terms. Here are the regularly occurring items:

Super Strong Spatula. La Creuset makes a great silicone spatula that stands up to heat
and will keep it’s style and shape fairly long.  Cheaper and fairly satisfactory are the silicone
Rubbermaid models. They take years of torture without breaking down. As for an offset, flipper
spatula I have a number of favorites. Ikea makes very durable spatulas. One I have is big
enough to flip an entire fish. Not practical, but cool. Honorable mention goes to the old
bamboo bundle spatulas which just last forever.

Chicken Boy Disease. There is no actual Chicken Boy Disease, unless you believe the
Weekly World News, which went to press on 8/5/97 with the story of Sabinas, Mexico’s own
Chicken Boy. He’s got an I.Q. of 144 and sits on eggs. Also walks like a duck. Also in WWN’s
Summer Blockbuster Issue that week: Termites Ate My Wooden Leg, Second Coming of the
Lord Just Months Away, Shipwrecked Man Loses 765 Pounds In One Year and Tyra Banks’
Nifty Knockers All Natural  (their description, but who am I to correct?).

Chicken Boy Chicken Recipe. Likewise, I’m fairly certain there is no such recipe. Here is
my favorite chicken recipe: Sweet Tea Brined Fried Chicken Recipe : : Food Network

Rosetta Stone. The actress in the language software advertisements was Leslie Ann
Machado, professional journalist and TV marketer. She is the host of Fine Living Network’s
American Shopper program and has hosted the TBS movie break segments since
2001.YouTube – Rosetta Stone Commercial ft. Lesley Ann Machado

PGAD. Persistent Genital Arousal Disorder, made famous by Kristin Wiig on an October
2009 episode of Saturday Night Live, is an actual disease. PGAD, which causes
spontaneous orgasms in woman, has led some to the brink of suicide, because they can find
no relief from it. The only male equivalent might be Priapism, and if thats at all the case, I’m
leaving this one alone.Saturday Night Live – Update: Tamara Parks – Video – NBC.com

Progressive Flo. I make fun of these ads simply because they exist. In the new series,
actress Stephanie Courtney sells car insurance to a woman who is making her husband carry
a purse. Now thats just wrong. Car insurance must be a hard sell, despite the fact that nearly
every adult carries it. Right now Television insurance  ads feature cavemen, talking lizards, a
cartoon sex-pot secret agent and Dennis Haysbert. How any of these are relevant to risk
undertaking and claims management I have no idea. Oh, I get it. These folks and Flo must be
the five people you meet in heaven.

Spankological Protocol. This is a Simpsons reference. In the 1997 episode (4F07) ,
“Hurricane Neddy,” viewers are given  a glimpse into the early childhood of longtime
neighbor Ned Flanders. Neddy, it turns out, was a bad seed, given to destruction. His parents
were lazy beatniks who pleaded with a psychologist that they’d “tried nothing and were all out
of ideas.” The school-aged Ned is sent to take part in The University Of Minnesota
Spankological Protocol, Sponsored by Swanson’s Angry Man Dinners. Ned is spanked
by a prominent psychologist for eight straight months, and turned into the “Okalee-Dokalee”
person who lives without anger or emotional outburst. Please enjoy this German clip of Ned
losing it before youtube removes it! YouTube – Die Simpsons – Flanders dreht durch

“Help! I’m Stressed Out To The Max!” This is an actual search heading that led someone
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to the Spatula. What to do about stress? Here are some of my stress relievers: Eat apple pie
(although, it may lead to weight gain stress). Watch Hanna Montana (even though it may lead
to Lolita issues and unmask repressed loathing of your hillbilly relatives). Take up writing
(which might lead you to start a blog of your own, and that would make you feel like a failed
writer). Learn to cook hamburgers

(ahhrrrgg…stupid damn hamburgers). You know what? Good luck finding a patented stress
reliever. I’m off to consume a breakfast smoothie of Excedrin, coffee, gummy vitamins and
Tang.

Hic est locus ubi mors gaudet sucurso vitae-Roughly translated from the Latin means “In
this place the dead come to the aid of the living.” The phrase is known to be posted in autopsy
rooms the world over.

“Why is Octomom still breathing?”- Aside from the fortuitous combination of biological
imperatives, she’s still breathing because dopes like me keep putting bikini photos of her on
their blogs. The old adage probably holds true, that if we ignore she’ll go away (and hopefully
raise 14 responsible, kind hearted citizens. wishful thinking).

Purpose Of Spatula In The Wilderness-It has no purpose, which make the blog somewhat
harder to write. In all honesty, Spatula’s creation goes back to the fact that I was tired of
“auditioning” for the right to comment on various websites. Never mind that I passed the
auditions, the idea was still galling. So, I decided to comment on anything (i.e., nothing) on my
own blog (silently. without the benefit of readers). Spatula In The Wilderness doesn’t advocate
commenter auditions. Short of calling me names, or being a complete Richard Cranium, your
comments will probably be honored here.

“Is voyeurism a sickness?” The following search query/question came up recently and
relates to summer 2009 posts about ESPN Sideline Reporter Erin Andrews. Now, I have
absolutely no educational, or clinical basis for the following statement, but the answer is yes.
According the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders version IV-Text Revised,
voyeurism falls under the category of paraphilia. The DSM is clear in it’s definition that
voyeurism is the overwhelming urge to watch unwitting persons disrobe for fantasy purposes
over a period of six months or more. Unfortunately, use of the internet has blurred some of the
classic definitions of voyeurism. Are not all of us some form of voyeurs now? Allow me a corny
story here. As a high school student, I had a friend who spent his free time as a semi-pro
peeping tom. The guy was in trees, on roofs-any vantage point above local girl’s windows.
When you’re 13 and hormonal, this guy seems perfectly sane. Long about 16 when everybody
else had part time jobs, dates and football games to attend, you start to see the sickness of a
guy still hanging out in trees. He started to “show out” in public, too, which made what friends
he had drift away. Now, tell me that kind of voyeurism isn’t a sickness. Voyeurism violates the
fragile bond of human relationships and removes basic dignity. Like I said in the post back in
’09, however: we’re a nation hanging out in trees, whether they be internet ones or the
tabloids, and I’m as guilty as anybody. (post “There You Have It. We’re Voyeur Nation.”
7/22/09)

Cold Cereal With Iced Tea. This goes back to a comment about my beloved grandmother
and her can-do attitude, which I really love about her. Rather than complaining about not
having milk in the house at breakfast time, she had me douse my Wheaties in iced tea. If one
were to do this today, there are some better methods. Use a hearty cereal (granola, maybe)
that won’t soak through quickly. Get yourself some nice tea, like Snapple English Breakfast
(shameless plug). Great. Years of culinary training by some of the Midwest’s best chefs and
I’m telling people how to make satisfying tea covered cereal. Lucky Charms and gin is a great
alternative.

If it weren’t for disappointment, I wouldn’t have any appointments. This is a line from
They Might Be Giants second album Lincoln (on Bar None, before their first Warner release
Flood) and the song Snowball In Hell. You’ve heard these guys a million times and probably
don’t realize it. The duo of John Flansburgh and John Linnell did the theme for Fox’s Malcolm



in The Middle and currently perform several theme songs and stings for the Disney Channel.
(post “Nature Of The Complaint,” 4/8/10)

Hemicrania. This is the term for skull pain, generally stronger on one side (hemisphere)  of
the head, commonly referred to as a migraine. Hemicrania is from the ancient Greek
ἡμικρᾱνίᾰ (hemi krania or half skull) and the Latin hemicrania. Migraine or megrim is also
from Latin derived. (post “Hemicrania,” 2/1/10)
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